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THE MATRIX  OF  A CONNECTION HAVING REGULAR S INGULARIT IES  
ON A VECTOR BUNDLE OF  RANK Z ON lp l i c )  
by 
W. Dekker  s 
The theorem in section 4 is val id in the complex analytic s i tuat ion as 
wel l  as in the algebraic situation. For s impl ic i ty we shall restrict ourselves to 
the complex analyt ic situation, but in fact the proof is purely  algebraic. 
I. x=~1<c)'" , 
ho lomorph ic  vector  bund le  o f  rank  2 on X and ~1 
dif ferent ia ls  on X . 
S is a f inite non-void set of points of X and 
germs o£ functions on X holomorphic on X-S meromorphic in 
Let 0 and ~ be dist inct points of X . Then on U 
o 
U = X-  [0} we have holomorphic co-ordinate functions z and 
= NU such that z(0) 0,  x(~)=0 and x=¼ on ~o 
is the sheaf o£ germs of holomorphic functions on X , g is a 
is the sheaf of holomorphic 
@(S) is the sheaf o9 
S . 
= x- [~} and on  
x respectively, 
2. Bases meromorphic in S . 
Let (e) = (e 1,e2) be a basis of ~/X-S " 
(e) is cal led a basis of ~ meromorphic in S if for each s 6'S there exists a 
neighbourhood U of s , a basis (9) o9 ~U and a T6GL(2 ,F (U ,@(S) ) )  such 
~4 
that (e) = (F)T on U-S . 
For n 6 ~ let @(n) be the local ly Free shea£ of rank I in the sense of 
n and m such that g is isomorphic to 
S / ~ , hence X-S is di f ferent From X . Therefore 
[2 ]  no 54. There exist integers 
~(n) • ~(m) (cF. [3]). Now 
there exists an isomorphism 
~(n) • ~(m)/x_ s - ~2/x_ s 
Moreover this isomorphism can be chosen in such a way that the bases of 
@(n) • @(m) meromorphie in S correspond to the bases of @2 meromorphic  in 
In part icular ~ has a global basis meromorphic  in S . 
S . 
3. Connections. 
Let V be a (holomorphic) connection on g . 
V induces C-l inear morphisms 
q d , q d : g4g  
dz dx 
(c£.  [1 ] ,  chap. I, 2.4  and 2 .5 ) .  
One has 
q and V respectively. Instead of V d and V d we shall wr i te z x 
dz dx 
I 
V = - x V 
z ~ " 
Z 
Let (e) = (el,e2) be a basis of g meromorphic  in S . Then 
z q el = Y l l  el +Y21 e2 
q e 2 e 1 + e 2 z = Y12 Y22 
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={Yl l  Y121 
F = F(zV , (e)) \Y21 'Y22/ 
is called the matrix o£ z v with respect to the basis (e) . If (e') is another 
basis o£ ~ meromorphic in S then (e') = (e)T For some T 6GL(2,F(x,@(S)))  . 
We have 
F' = T -1FT+T -I dT 
dz " 
Now let V be a connection on g/X-S " V is called a connection on g having 
regular singularit ies in S if for each s EU O AS  (s EU nS) there exist a 
neighbourhood U o9 S and a basis (e) of &/U meromorphic in {S] such that the 
ooeFfieients of r(J/U_s,(e) ) (F(xV/u_s,(@) have poles o£ order at most 1 in s . 
This def init ion agrees with that of [1], page 52. 
4. THEOREM. Let S = [s I ..... Sn] be a Finite col lection o£ points of X = m1(C) , 
s i / sj __i£ i / j , na2  , z(si) = a i . Let g be a vector bundle of rank 2 on X 
and V a connection on g having regular singularit ies in S . Then there exists 
a basis (e) o£ g meromorphic in S such that : 
i) i£ one of the points, say s n , i_i ~ then 
A I An_ 1 
F(zV,(e)) = z_al +'' '+ Z_an_l 
where A 1 ..... An_ I E M2(C) ; 
it) i__EF S CU ° then 
A A 
I n 
r,zV,,e,,C c~ :z_a l+. . .+z_an  
where A1, .... A n 6 M2(C ) , A I 
( M2(C ) denotes the set of 
+...+ A = 0 . 
n 
2 X 2-matrices with complex coefficients.) 
The proof of the theorem takes the rest of this article. 
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5. Reduct ion to the case where g = @2 . 
Let 
2 
~" ~/x-~ -~ @/x-~ 
be an isomorphism such that the bases o2 g meromorphic in S correspond to the 
bases o2 @2 meromorphic in S . Let V' be the connect ion induced by ~ on 
2/X @ -S " Then it's easy to prove that V' is a connect ion on @- having regular 
s ingular it ies in S . Moreover i2 (g) is a basis of @2 meromorphie in S then 
-1 (g)  is a basis o2 g meromorphic in S and 
r(zV,~-1(g)) : r(zV,,(g) ) . 
This reduces the proof o2 the theorem to the case where g = @2 . 
6. Case ii) in the theorem is an easy consequence o£ case i) (change o£ co-ordinate 
£unctions). Moreover in case i) we may assume a I = 0 . Hence we only need to prove 
the theorem 2or the case 
@2 = 
g = , a I = 0 , a n 
R~ar~ : r(x,@(s)) cEz,i I 1 ] . Let (e) be a basis o£ @2 = .. - -  meromor-  
'z-a2'" 'Z-an_ I 
phic in S and let r = r(zV,(e)) . 
Then r ~ M2(r(x@(s)~) = M2(CEz~ a I ]) ~d  we =st  prove the 
' 2 ' ' ' ' 'Z -an-1  
existence of T 6 GL(2,CEz,I, I , 1 ]) such that 
z z-a 2 "' ' 'Z-an_ I 
F' T-1FT + T-1 dT AI A2 An-1 = - -  = - - +  - -  + . . ,+  - -  
dz  Z z-a 2 Z-an_ I 
where AI, .... An_ 1 6 M2(C ) . 
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7. R@duction o£ the poles in z = 0 to simple poles. 
Let f be a function meromorphic in 0 , f not identical ly equal to 
n 
zero. Then f = z g where g is a function holomorphie in 0 , g(O) / 0 , n6~.  
We define 
v(f) = ~ (~(o)  = ~)  . 
, , /Y l l  ~12~ 
- ~ ) . q has a regular singularity in Let F = F(z?,(e)) = kYij ) - ,¥21 Y22 
I 
Now from lemma 1.9.6 in [13, one easily deduces : 
LEMMA. 
-v(Y11 ) = n > 1 = -v(Y22 ) = n , -v(Y12 Y21) : 2n 
-v(Y11) ~ I ~ -v(Y22 ) ~ 1 , -v(~12 Y21) ~ 2 . 
Moreover i£ -v(Y11 ) = n > 1 then 
-n . .  
(*) Yij : aij z 13(I +z  cij ) 
where aij E C , aij / 0 , cij holomorphic in z = 0 
n12 + n21 
n = n11 = n22 _ 2 
and 
Suppose that -v(Y11 ) ~ 1 . 
Let  
a l l  a12/ 
a21 a22/ 
T = 
is nilpotent. 
C: m :) 
where mE2Z.  Then 
C m --m 1 dT Y l l  +z  z Y12 r, = T- I rT+T -I ~ = z TM 
Y21 Y22  
z=O . 
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From the lemma immediately follows that we can choose 
-v(y~j) ~ 1 for all i,j 6 [I,2] 
So we may assume that -v(Y11 ) = n>1 
of the lemma. Let 
with XEC and ~E~ . 
m 
and then we are ready. 
and that 
in such a way that 
(Yij) has the form (*) 
Then 
F' = l 
Y11 - Xz4Y21 ~ 2 + kz£(Y11 - Y22 ) - k2z24Y21 + k£z'~-I / 
/ I Y21 Y22 + kz~Y21 
a11 a12 
Choose ~ = - and ~ = n21 -n11 
a21 a22 
Y41 = Yl l  - kz4Y21 in  z=O . We have 
= n22 - n12 " Look at the pole o£ 
Hence 
-nll all n21-n11 -n21 
a11z - - -  z .a21z 
a21 
= 0 . 
v(y;1) <n 
Proceeding in this way we f inal ly get a matrix F' such that -v(Y~l  ) ~1 . 
8. For the points s i (i = 2, .... n-l) 
T's6GL(2,C[Z,z_--~]) of the form 
1 
we proceed in a similar way, using 
Doing this we don't introduce new poles of order >I  in s~ , j=1 , . . . ,n -1  , j / i  . 
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9. We now have 
A1 A2 An-1  C(Z) 
F(zq,(e)) = --~- + z_a2 +'''+ Z-an_ I + 
where (e) is a basis of O 2 meromorphic in S , A ie~2(c)  , C(z) eM2(CEs]) 
Let x(si) = bi = a~ " Then b n = 0 and b I = ~ . Replacing z by x 
l 
we may equally well suppose that we have reached 
B I B 2 Bn_ 1 
r(xm (e)) = 7 + ~ +'"+ ~ + D(4 . 
Let F = F(zV,(e)) =- -~ F(xV,(e)) (c£. 3.). Then F has the form 
z 
A I A 2 An_ I C 2 Cm+ 1 
(**) 7 + 'z-a 2 +'' '+ Z-an_ 1 + 7 +'' '+ zm+1 
where A i ,  C i6M2(C  ) . 
We try to reduce the poles in z=0 to simple poles. We don't want to 
spoil the situation outside z = 0 during the reduction process, so after each 
step F should still have the form (**). 
We dist inguish two cases : 
( I )  -v (y l l  ) ~ 1 
( I I )  v(y11)  > 1 . 
In case (I) again we dist inguish two cases : 
(la) -v(Y11) ~ I , Y21 = 0 , -v(Y12 ) a 2 
(Ib) -v(Y11 ) ~ 1 , Y21 / 0 , -v(Y21) ~ 0 , -v(y 12) a 2 . 
I0. Case (Ia) : -v(Y11 ) < 1 , Y21 : 0 , -v(Y12 ) > 2 . 
Now -v(Y22 ) ~ 1 too. We may replace F by F-Y2212 where 12 denotes 
the identity element in M2(C ) . So we may assume Y22 = 0 , 
+ z-a2 +'' '+ Z-an 1 --~ + Z-a2 +''" + Z-an I + 7 +.. "+ r = - - 
0 0 
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where m~1 , Cm+ I / 0 . 
We show that F can be transformed into a matrix 
-v (~2)  ~ m . We have 
1) P l /m 
2) Pi / 0 £or some i~2 
or  
3) Pl +'''+ Pn-1 / 0 . 
F' with -v (¥~1)  ~ 1 , v~ l :o  , 
Case I) : Pl / m . 
with ~ E C transforms F 
F' = 
-m-1 The coe££icient o£ z 
into 
i n  
TI (; I 
-m 
Y12 + (~z Y11 
0 
is 5'1 2 
Cm+1 +~Pl -mff" 
Cm+ I 
Take ~ . Then -v(Y~2 ) ~ m . 
Pl -m 
-m-1 -m(~z 
Case 2) : Pi / 0 £or some ia2  . 
Take 
with ~E C . Then 
F' = 
I 1 
Y11 + z-a i 
0 
T 2 = (Z-oai ;) 
712 + z-a. Y11 - z-ai l 
I 
Z 
41 
a iq i+~P i q~ q~ ! _ 
Y12  (z-ai)2 +--z + --z-a 2 
aiq i 
Choose ~ = - - -  
P. 
1 
Case 3) : Pl +'' '+ Pn-1 / 0 . 
+ .o .+- -  
(o 
t C t 
4-1  c2 m 
° 
+-~+' ' '+  m 
Z-an_ 1 z z 
with @ 6 C transforms F into 
Take 
F' = 
I 
z 
! ! 
ql qn-1 
Y12 ql +'' '+ qn-1 +~(Pl  +'' '+ Pn-1 ) + +'' '+ Z z-a n-1 
ql +" " "+ qn-1 
Pl +'' '+ Pn-1 
t C ! c2 m 
- -  ° + --~ +°..+ 
m 
Z Z 
11. Case (Ib) : -v(Y11 ) < I , 721 / 0 , -v(Y21 ) < 0 , -v(Y12) > 2 . 
As in case (Ia) here again we may assume 722 = 0 . 
+ h +.0.+ - -  + - -  +,,.+ - -  + +...+ - -  
F = iz  z-a 2 Z-an_ I z z-a 2 Z-an_ 1 7 
0 
+'''+ Z-an_ 1 
m~1 , Cm+ 1 / 0 , rj / 0 for at least one j . 
Let r i / 0 . Then take 
T 2 (ZOi ai + 4riqi) ' ~ = ~ (P i  + I 
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Then F'  again has the  fo rm (** )  and -v(Y~2 ) < m . 
12. Case II : -v(Y11 ) = n >I  . 
r has the form (*) of the lemma in 7. We may suppose that n21 - n11 ~ 0 
For if n21 -n11 > 0 then n12-n22 = nli -n21 < 0 and then we replace F by 
T-IFT where 
T(: ) 
Here we proceed in exactly the same way as at the end of 7. Taking 
T(: 7) 
a l l  
w i th  k = -  and Z = n21 -n l l  we get  -v (Y~l  ) <n . ~0 hence 
a21 
form (*~) (cf. the end of 7.). Proceeding in this way we f ina l ly  get 
and then we have case (I) again. 
F' has the 
-v(~11 ) ~ 1 
This concludes the proof of the theorem. 
13. Remark. 
The theorem doesn't remain valid if one replaces 
of characteristic zero, K not closed. 
I£ S = [0,1,~} and F is of type (Ib) 
= Iz  z-1 z z-1 
F 
r2 0 
z-1 
then F can be transformed into a matrix of the Form 
least one of the roots 
A I A 2 
7 + 7u7_~ 
C by an arbitrary Field 
if and only if at 
~P1-I)  2-4r2c 2 
43 
, ~222+ 4r2q 2 , d~P1+P2)2+4r2(q1+q2 ) 
exists in K . 
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